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The seat of democracy
d in what will be the biggest
is being restored and renewe
history of
The Palace of Westminster
in the UK. We look at the
e project ever undertaken
and most complex heritag
take place. By Chris Ogden
of the work that needs to
the Palace and the scale

T

he Palace of Westminste
has been a huge part
of British life for over

900 years. The site of the
one
Houses of Parliament is
of the country’s most famous

Project

r

landmarks, as instantly
across
recognisable by people
the world as the Eiffel Tower
It also
or the Statue of Liberty.
British
acts as the keystone of
of
democracy and as a place
people.
work for thousands of
r
The Palace of Westminste
several
site has gone through
guises, with the first royal
built
site
the
on
palaces
th
The
during the 11 century.
in
site suffered a terrible fire
1834, destroying both Houses
of the
of Parliament and most
The
complex’s other buildings.
r Hall
11th century Westminste
significant
only
the
of
one
was
to
medieval parts of the Palace

survive.
The architect Charles Barry
was tasked with designing
of
a new Palace and Houses
Parliament, fit for the site’s
n
modern purpose. Constructio
in 1835
of the new Palace began
being
with the new complex
lar
Perpendicu
built in the
Gothic style out of Anston
delays,
limestone. After years of
the new Palace was finally

completed in 1870.
Today the Palace of
Westminster is celebrated
as one of the world’s finest
examples of Gothic Revival
architecture. It was Grade
I listed in 1970 and was
designated part of a UNESCO
1987,
World Heritage Site in
Abbey,
alongside Westminster
the Jewel Tower, and St
Margaret’s Church.
However, despite its
illustrious history, the Palace
in dire
of Westminster is now
of
need of repair. The task
will
repairing this grand site
of
unquestionably be one
the most ambitious heritage
in
projects ever undertaken
the UK.

The Cedars,
Ipswich

to take
Why does work need
place?
r
The Palace of Westminste
has sadly gone neglected
for decades. The last major
site
renovation work on the
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No1 Cedar House. Main

Commons

of the Palace will be included
What’s the plan?
its
to
in this evaluation, from
sustainable. According
The first essential step
and
fire risk and its sewage
the public spending auditor
in renovating the Palace
and
drainage to its engineering
the National Audit Office,
is vacating it and finding
draw
million
£369
spent
accessibility. This will help
Parliament
its
temporary homes for all
which
on
up architectural designs
between 2015-16 and 2018-19
years
After
rians.
parliamenta
Palace
keep
will guide how the new
maintenance projects to
in early
of preliminary reports,
might look. Once a business
the Palace running. Annual
2018 the House of Commons
been agreed, the
has
case
spending on such projects
to
voted for MPs and Lords
have
that
Houses of Parliament will
more than doubled over
for its
leave the Palace to allow
it.
the final say on approving
four-year period, with costs
total refurbishment.
without
The Palace’s structural
set to further increase
It is expected that the
part
elements are not the only
major restoration works.
be
House of Commons will
to
of this project that needs
With the backlog of repairs
to Richmond House
relocated
of
£1
Houses
over
The
.
cost
be considered
now estimated to
in Whitehall, where a replica
a huge
an
Parliament are home to
billion, there is no longer
chamber, committee rooms,
Palace
collection of heritage items,
option but to close the
and offices will be specifically
pieces
these
including thousands of
temporarily and carry out
created. Meanwhile, the
furniture.
historic
Otherwise,
and
art
works.
of
essential
almost 800-strong House
needs
may
Sufficient preparation
a catastrophic incident
of Lords will move to the
of
to be carried out to make
well take the decision out
Queen Elizabeth II Conference
while
sure these are kept safe,
Parliament’s hands.
Centre at Parliament Square
architectural features that
The size of the task at hand
Abbey.
opposite Westminster
the
cannot be removed from
cannot be underestimated.
moves are planned to
These
expert
huge,
Palace will also require
The Palace is imposingly
take place in the mid-2020s,
size
protection.
boasting a floorplate the
to be
with the restoration set
total
The entire project is being
of 16 football pitches. In
complete by the early 2030s.
twocarried out under a new
the building has 1,100 rooms,
While the bulk of restoration
like the
of
system,
miles
three
governance
tier
100 staircases,
not
work on the Palace will
2012
main
one which oversaw the
passageways, and four
be starting for a few years
A
levels.
Olympic Games in London.
floors with 65 different
yet, then, the preparation
been
this
new Sponsor Body has
The restoration work on
of
for that work has already
be at a
created to set out the details
grand site will need to
and
begun. Extensive surveys
seen
the project such as its scope,
scale that has rarely been
taking
now
are
inspections
This
So
budget and timescale.
on a heritage project before.
the
place to better understand
e to
plan
accountabl
charge
wholly
in
is
those
body
how do
and the
state the building is in
Body
Parliament. The Sponsor
to go about this mammoth
aspects
All
ahead.
lies
task that
undertaking?
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Delivery
will oversee a separate
out
Authority, which will carry
the restoration programme
to the Sponsor Body’s
specifications.
The length of time it has
off the
taken to get the works
of the
ground and the arrival
the UK
COVID-19 pandemic in
impact
have had an inevitable
on the plan to restore the
political
Palace, as the country’s
and economic landscape
y.
have changed significantl
to
This led the Sponsor Body
of
2020
May
in
review
launch a
how the Palace’s restoration
carried
programme should be
out.
The review will explore
whether the current proposals
to restore the Palace represent
value for money, and how
of
Parliament’s new ways
working since COVID-19
plans to
arrived might affect its
temporarily move elsewhere.
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£1,35million
No 2 Cedar House
£1,35million
No 1 & 2 Cedar House’s
marketed price includes
a budget of £100,000 for
and
finishes including kitchens
and
bathrooms, decorations
luxone upgrades.
History of the building
The Cedars, as it was
originally known, was built
in 1863 – designed by the

that
Society where it was said
the Sherlock Homes author
was a
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
frequent visitor.
of
The challenging nature
formed
that
the original terrain
rises
the grounds of The Cedars
to
from west to east and south
ideas
north so some innovative
these
were needed to create
two luxury Victorian homes.
Our dedicated team were
1885. In 1891, another renowned
respect
and
keen to restore
architect Brightwen Binyon,
land
the integrity of this local
who designed the beautiful
mark building whilst also
Ipswich Corn Exchange,
these
enhancing it to create
which
of
acquired the property,
grand Victorian town houses
family
he converted into a large
each.
approaching 4000sq ft
until
lived
he
where
home
The architecture of the
retiring in 1897.
built
period when originally
was
In the 1920s the building
1864, has been restored,
in
Psychic
bought by the Ipswich

g was bought
In the 1920s the buildin
Society where
by the Ipswich Psychic
ck Homes
it was said that Sherlo
Doyle was a
author Sir Arthur Conan
fequent visitor.”
renowned architect Frederick
of
Barnes who owned one
the
the largest practices in
a
town at the time and was
prolific builder responsible
for many landmark buildings.
as
The building was first used
a boarding school for young
d in the
woman, as documente
and
street directories of 1864

Rear Elevation Before

20

storey extension
Rear Elevation After. Three
whites.
built using reclaimed Suffolk
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No 1 Cedar House Courtyard

The Cedars
of
A luxury development
from a
two large town houses
former young ladies finishing
are
school. The two properties
marketed as follows.
House
Cedar
1
No
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The Cedars, as it was origina
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known, was built in 1863
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designed by the renown
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architect Frederick Barnes
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replacing, while the building’s
heating, ventilation, water,
systems
drainage and electrical
of
are all obsolete and in need
replacement.
The Palace’s myriad of
structural problems have
turned the site into what
a
as
can only be described
deathtrap. There have been
when
took place in the 1940s,
incidents of falling masonry,
the House of Commons
full
and the building remains
ed
chamber was reconstruct
While
of dangerous asbestos.
after it was damaged by
the Palace’s architect Barry
the
during
German bombing
brick,
had the foresight to use
Second World War. However,
to
stone and iron in order
many of the Palace’s features
its exterior, the building
build
at
have not been renovated
remains vulnerable to another
all since it was built a century
catastrophic fire as its interiors
earlier.
huge
were constructed using
to
For years, the approach
e
amounts of combustibl
fixing the Palace has been
materials.
a ‘patch and mend’ affair,
The Palace is not properly
addressing problems as
ntalised by modern
compartme
all,
they have arisen. After
does
fire safety standards, nor
has
the parliamentary show
it meet modern accessibility
needed to go on. However,
cases
standards, especially in
it has now hit a point where,
fire
of emergency. As a result,
Palace
impressive though the
with
safety officers are tasked
ng
remains, its long-standi
24 hours
building
the
patrolling
problems cannot be ignored.
the next
a day, ever watchful for
has
The Palace’s stonework
potential problem.
decay
been prone to repeated
keeping
of
The financial cost
made
over the years, a situation
the Palace running in this
worse by London’s notoriously
at risk
condition – constantly
high levels of air pollution.
of fire, flooding, or falling
The Palace’s 4,000 bronze
stonework – is no longer
and
windows all need repairing

inster is
Today the Palace of Westm
world’s
celebrated as one of the
Revival
finest examples of Gothic
architecture.”
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were
reinstated or recreated
needed, to ensure period
the
continuity throughout
building.
points
No 1 Cedar House: key
For No 1 Cedar House we
200
excavated approximately
rear, side
tons of earth from the
side of
& front of the left hand

No 1 Cedar House Courtyard

an
the building. This facilitated
underground double garage
floor
and a large lower ground

courtyard using reclaimed
stone steps and bricks.
from
By removing the earth
to create
the front we were able
large individual driveways
for each property. We then
wall
constructed the dividing
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No 1 Cedar House Courtyard

During

using
between the two houses
to
reclaimed white bricks
match the original perimeter
wall.
then
The James Francis team
added a three-storey extension
to the building in matching
bricks.
reclaimed Suffolk white
a
However in order to ensure
to the
perfect seamless match

After
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Project: The Ce
dars,
Ipswich

the
front elevation between
the
three story extension and
existing building, our team
carefully removed the bricks
and refrom the side elevation
used them to create a perfect
show,
pictures
the
as
match
that
thus giving the impression
part of
the extension is in fact
the original Victorian structure.

• Local authority planning departments
• National Trust
• Church Care & National Churches Trust
(with digital version to all sites – approx.
56,000)
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The magazine has a national reach of over
60,000 in both digital and print editions to
key decision-makers in the Heritage industry,
including:

• English Heritage
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NFB Heritage & Traditional Building magazine is
an innovative magazine for the Heritage industry.
The publication focusses on the challenges
facing the Heritage sector, new initiatives, new
products to market, apprenticeships, regional
spotlights as well as showcasing members work.

• National Lottery Heritage Fund (and recipients)
Heritage Group
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• Companies delivering heritage work –
construction companies, specialist and
specialist suppliers
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Prices are fully inclusive of artwork

Prices are fully inclusive of artwork

Double Page
Size: 420mm (w) x 297mm (h)

*

(please include 3mm bleed to all sides)

Full Page (Portrait)

Size: 210mm (w) x 297mm (h) *
(please include 3mm bleed to all sides)

Half Page (Landscape)
Size: 185mm (w) x 130mm (h)

National Federation of Builders

Inside Front Cover (Portrait)

£1,495 +

Size: 210mm (w) x 297mm (h) *

VAT

(please include 3mm bleed to all sides)

Inside Back Cover (Portrait)

£995 + VAT

Size: 210mm (w) x 297mm (h) *

(please include 3mm bleed to all sides)

Outside Back Cover (Portrait)
Size: 210mm (w) x 297mm (h) *

£595 + VAT

(please include 3mm bleed to all sides)

£1,195 + VAT
£1,195 + VAT
£1,295 + VAT

20% discount to NFB Members
Quarter Page (Portrait)
Size: 90mm (w) x 130mm (h)

Quarter Page (Landscape)
Size: 185mm (w) x 62mm (h)

£325 + VAT

Artwork specifications
Please supply artwork in a high-resolution PDF or JPEG format (300dpi).
Alternatively, adverts can be supplied as Adobe InDesign/Illustrator files
– remember to include all the images and fonts (where licensing permits).

£325 + VAT
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